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The Physical Security Interoperability Alliance Adopts REST 
Compatibility, Ease of Implementation, and Broad Device Support Cited 

 
Santa Clara, CA (February 11, 2009) – The Physical Security Interoperability Alliance 
(PSIA) has formally adopted REST (Representational State Transfer) as the architecture 
to support interoperability among physical security products.  The decision was based on 
many factors including the fact that REST provides more simple and efficient 
implementation in not only IP video cameras but the full range of security products.  
REST is functionally rich and less expensive to execute and deploy than other 
architectures.  Establishing REST for PSIA specifications will ensure interoperability 
regardless of the type of device or manufacturer, and will speed the timeline from 
implementation to deployment. 
 
“We at the PSIA are pleased to be able to formally announce our decision to adopt REST 
into our service model,” said Rob Hile, Vice President of Business Development, Adesta, 
LLC.  “We believe our organization will be instrumental in raising the bar for 
standardization and ease of integration for the Physical Security industry.” 
 
Some of the attributes of REST include improved response time and reduced server load.  
In addition, it improves server scalability and provides better long-term compatibility 
than other architectures.   
 
“From an embedded computing environment, using REST makes the most sense,” said 
Ian Johnston, CTO of IQinVision.  “It is a very lightweight, robust, and scalable solution 
that doesn’t rely on unnecessary messaging layers to get the job done.” 
 
A service model has been developed to provide a roadmap for the implementation of 
REST as the architecture for edge-level integration.  This service model allows all PSIA 
activities, including video, analytics, storage, and access control, to rely on a common set 
of interoperability standards.  It will also allow users to choose all required services and 
be assured of interoperability, because all supported devices will have the ability to 
provide the mandatory PSIA services and provide for discovery of their optional services. 
 
“The adoption of REST as the PSIA architecture is significant," notes John Fenske, 
Director, Global Product Programs & Support for Johnson Controls.  "Now that we have 
made this decision we can move forward and realize the benefits of standards-based 
products.  We feel confident that the PSIA service model will help to simplify and 
improve our industry as well as reduce life-cycle costs for customers.” 
 
Product implementations relying on REST, the PSIA service model, and the IP Media 
Device API v1.0 spec are expected to be demonstrated in the second quarter of 2009. 
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About the PSIA 
Founded in February 2008, the Physical Security Interoperability Alliance (PSIA) is an open-
membership organization to promote the interoperability of IP-enabled security devices. 
Participating companies include Adesta LLC, Arecont Vision, Cisco Systems, GE Security, 
Genetec, IBM, IQinVision, Johnson Controls, March Networks, NICE Systems, ObjectVideo, 
OnSSI, Pelco, SCCG, Stanley Security, and Texas Instruments. For further information on PSIA 
initiatives and participation, please visit www.psialliance.org. 
 

(All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.) 

 
For further information, please contact: 
David Bunzel 
Physical Security Interoperability Alliance 
650-938-6945 
dbunzel@sccg.com 


